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Abstract 
Bona fide embryonic stem cell (ESC) lines from livestock species have been challenging to derive 
and maintain, contrasting mouse and human ESCs. However, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) 
generated by reprogramming somatic cells tender an option, as they display characteristic fea-
tures of ESC. The comprehension that induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) could be created with 
in no time also holds the potential of allowing pluripotent cells to be derived from animal models 
vital in biomedical research. Endeavors to produce bona fide pluripotent stem cells (PSC) from 
livestock have been going on for more than two decades. But, attempts to derive bona fide live-
stock iPS cells have met with limited success. Recently it’s been reported that small molecules can 
augment reprogramming efficiency and may be used to substitute few or all transcription factors 
used for reprogramming. It is assumed that the reprogramming factors are conserved among spe-
cies, and this small molecule reprogramming approach will probably apply to livestock species as 
well. So this review will focus mainly on the accomplishments of small molecules on accelerating 
cell reprogramming and obtaining naive pluripotency, and raise a new insight on, exogenous 
genes free, livestock naive iPSC generation with a new bullet, small molecule. 
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1. Introduction 
Naive pluripotent stem cell is defined by possessing pluripotent characteristic, expressing pluripotency marker 
gene, three germ layers in vitro and in vivo differentiation, especially, capable of forming germ-line chimera 
[1]-[3]. Pluripotent stem cells combined with embryos and transgenic animal technology, produced biomedical 
models, promoted animal breeding, genetic improvement of animal nature, and speed up the animal population 
genetic variation. And also it could break down the species barrier and kinship restrictions, overcome interspeci-
fic reproductive barriers, and acquire new traits which could not be obtained by traditional breeding methods. In 
addition, at the cellular level of embryos for early selection, it could improve the accuracy of selection, and 
shorten the breeding time [4]. Since livestock naive pluripotent stem cells had such important application pros-
pects, in the past three decades, the researchers had been engaged in isolation and culture of those pluripotent 
stem cell, but were not fully successful [5] determined by not being able to capture naive fully pluripotent stage 
from embryos. With the advent of the induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) technology, by conducting some 
transcription factors into somatic cell, it could reactivate endogenous pluripotent related genes expression, and 
then transform somatic cell to pluripotent cell. Through this approach, in livestock, the pig, sheep, goat, cattle, 
horse, and buffalo iPSC had been reported [6]-[11]; it holds great potential to successfully capture naive stage 
fully pluripotency in livestock. However, livestock iPSC technology platform still has two major barriers: 1) it 
had not achieved naive fully pluripotent iPSC. Almost all of the reported livestock iPSC were not capable to 
form germ line chimera [10] which is the gold standard assay for pluripotency, except one report where porcine 
iPSC were capable of forming the germ line chimera, though efficiency was low [12]; 2) the integration of ex-
ogenous genes into the genome or not completely silent, might lead to carcinogenicity and oncogenes such as 
cmyc sustained expression that has potential to hamper downstream applications. Researcher has shown that 
iPSC with non-silenced exogenous gene significantly reduced the developmental capability of nuclear transfer 
embryos if used as a donor cell [13]. 

2. Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSC) Generation 
Generation of a pluripotent state was only possible in case of cell fusion and somatic cell nuclear transfer [14] 
[15] until discovery of induced pluripotency by Yamanaka at 2006. Four factors [Pou5f1, Sox2, Klf4 and C-myc] 
selected from 24 prospective genes known to play a role in pluripotency maintenance were capable of initiating 
an ESC-like state when transduced into somatic cells [16]. In 2012 Yamanaka won the Nobel Prize in physiol-
ogy or medicine for his finding of how to transform ordinary somatic cell into cells that, like embryonic stem 
cells, have potential of developing into any cell in the human body. Until now iPSC had been generated from 
many species, such as the human, rat, rabbit, pig, sheep, goats, cattle, horse, and buffalo etc [6]-[11] [17]-[19]. 
In recent years iPSC technology has become an important tool in the field of advanced biotechnology. This 
technique can be used in drug screening, cell therapy and organ transplantation, disease models [20] [21], animal 
breeding and transgenic animal production [22], therefore the iPSC technology since the debut were pursued by 
scientists all over the world. 

3. Methods for iPSC Generation 
Yamanaka [16] developed iPSC technology in 2006. Since then, based on this or modified protocol, researchers 
from various labs generated iPSC from different species. In humans by ectopic expression of transcription fac-
tors like, POU5F1, SOX2, KLF4 and C-MYC [17], or SOX2, POU5F1, NANOG and LIN28, researchers suc-
cessfully transformed human fibroblast cells into iPS cells [23]. Further, experimentation with cellular repro-
gramming has demonstrated that the only indispensible factors are POU5F1 and SOX2 [24]. However, use of 
NANOG, LIN28, C-MYC and KLF-4 greatly increased reprogramming efficiency. Since, the inception of iPSC 
technology, one parameter that remains constant is stimulation of pluripotent related endogenous gene expres-
sion [SOX2, NANOG, LIN28, POU5F1, KLF4 and C-MYC etc.] in order to reprogram somatic cell regardless 
of approaches. There are various methods to reprogram somatic cell and these can be categorized broadly into 
two categories: viral vector and non-viral vector methods. 

3.1. Viral Vector Methods 
Viral vector methods mainly include lentiviral and retrovirus vector method. Retroviral vectors were commonly 
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used in previous research for iPSC generation, mainly used to infect actively dividing cells, but not non-dividing 
cells such as neurons [16]. The lentiviral vector could effectively infect dividing cells and non-dividing cells, 
and it was the most conventional approach to generate iPSC. The biggest advantage of viral vector method was 
relatively high transfection efficiency, which was effectively delivering exogenous genes into the cells. However, 
this method may cause the viral vector sequence and exogenous transcriptional factor sequence permanently in-
tegrated into the cell genome, and may cause the insertion mutagenesis, that might interfere with the normal 
iPSC function. Moreover, the expressions of residual exogenous factor even lead to the occurrence of cancer, 
which would be a potential safety problem. It severely limits the application of iPSC at basic research and clini-
cal research. In order to avoid these problems, instead of the permanent integration, adenovirus vector was used 
to deliver exogenous gene by transient transcription to obtain iPS cells [25]. In this approach probability of viral 
integration into the host genome was less, but the reprogramming efficiency was poor. 

3.2. Non-Viral Vector Methods 
Clinical application of iPSC generated by viral approach is limited by the fact that most protocols modify the 
genome to effect cellular reprogramming which carries the risk of insertion mutagenesis. So, there is a need to 
switch to non-integrating, non-viral strategies to reprogram somatic cells. Plasmid transfection is most com-
monly used non-viral vector method. This method could reduce the insertion of exogenous gene into host 
gemone. However, the transfection efficiency was relatively low, and the exogenous gene might be integrated 
into the cell genome or not completely silent [7]. Currently, researchers are using microRNA (Micro ribonucleic 
acid) induction method for virus and integration free mouse and human iPSC generation. However, livestock 
pluripotent stem cell regulation mechanism is not clear which is causing difficulty to use this method for iPSC 
generation in livestock [26]. But, this method still could not completely avoid the potential side-effect of ex-
ogenous micro RNA to host genome or intrinsic gene transcripting network. Even these commonly used meth-
ods are plagued with host genome integration issues. So the development of non-viral, non-integrating induction 
method has become a new hot spot for iPSC research. Kim et al., 2009 reported that applied recombination pro-
tein could completely circumvent the problems related with iPSC generation [27], and they claimed that iPSC 
has been generated by only recombination proteins of OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and CYMC. However, reprogram-
ming efficiency in this method was very low, and since then there were not any reproducible report which indi-
cates it has no applied value. Hou et al., 2013 results showed that mouse somatic cells could be induced into 
pluripotent stem cells by seven small molecular compounds [CiPSC] without any exogenous genes [28]. Using 
this transgene free approach, they demonstrated that CiPSC can be generated from mouse somatic cells with a 
frequency up to 0.2%. Those mice CiPSC were at naive pluripotency stage recognized by contribution to germ 
line transmission. Furthermore, chimeric mice with germ line transmission generated from CiPSCs were 100% 
viable and healthy. The utilization of small molecule compounds instead of exogenous gene is an ideal method 
to generate exogenous gene free and naive iPSC. 

4. The Prospect of Livestock, Exogenous Gene Free, Naive Induced Pluripotent 
Stem Cells: Small Molecule Compounds 

4.1. Small Molecule Compounds Promoted iPSC Reprogramming 
At present, research results showed that small molecular compounds have a wide range of applications and sig-
nificant effect to facilitate the study of iPSC reprogramming and related mechanism [2] [29] [30]. Through the 
screening of small molecule compounds, biological characteristics, cell fate, related signal pathway and its 
regulation mechanism of pluripotent stem cell could be clearly investigated and consequently obtaining fully 
pluripotent stem cells [30] [31]. Effects of small molecules on iPSC programming mainly have two aspects: 
promoting the efficiency of fully reprogrammed cells and replacing transcription factor [29] [31]. 

According to the functional mechanism of small molecule compounds on iPSC, they could be divided into 
two main categories: 1) acting on the protein kinase of signalling pathway to manipulate related gene expression; 
2) altering epigenetic landscape by directly affecting histone methylation, acetylation, and phosphorylation [31]. 
Small molecule compounds could significantly improve somatic cell reprogramming efficiency which has been 
verified by various reports on iPSC generation from human, mouse, rat, cattle and other species. The ALK in-
hibitor SB431542, MEK1/2 inhibitor PD0325901 enhanced the efficiency of human cell reprogramming up to 
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200 folds [32]. PD0325901 with Thiazovivin and SB431542 significantly increased reprogramming efficiency 
[79.5 - 200 times] in human fibroblasts transfected with four exogenous transcription factors [33] [34]. More-
over, it also has shown improvement in bovine somatic cell reprogramming [35]. Histone deacetylase inhibitors 
[VPA and Sodium butyrate], DNA methyltransferase inhibitors (5-azacytidine, RG108 and BayK8644) signifi-
cantly improved mouse and human cell reprogramming efficiency up to 20 - 50 times [24] [36]-[38]. Xie Xin 
research group’s [39] studies showed that the LiCl by increasing the expression of Nanog and change of cell 
epigenetic modification, significantly increased the mouse somatic cell reprogramming efficiency up to 60 times. 
At 2013, they also found that the use of inhibitors of P53 could improve the cell reprogramming effective [40]. 
Current research results proposed that small molecule compound [CYT296] induced chromatin de-condensation 
and facilitated induced pluripotent stem cell generation. This novel small molecule could increase OSKM-me- 
diated iPSC induction more than 10 folds [41]. 

4.2. Small Molecule Compounds Replaced Transcription Factors for Reprogramming, and 
Contributed to Exogenous Gene Free iPSC 

Currently, large number of studies have indicated that small molecule compounds can substitute related tran-
scription factors for cell reprogramming, such as E-616452, LY-364947 inhibitors could replace transcription 
factor Sox2 on mouse fibroblasts reprogramming [42] [43]. Mouse fibroblast cells transfected with Oct4, Sox2, 
c-Myc with the synergistic effects of Kenpaullone could be fully reprogrammed into iPS cells, showed that 
Kenpaullone substituted Klf4 reprogramming function [44]. The Melton’s team [45] by adding VPA converted 
somatic cell transfected with only two factors Oct4 and Sox2 into iPSC, which eliminates the requirement of 
oncogene c-Myc and Klf4 for iPSC generation. Ding’s team [36] also found that iPSC could be generated by 
ectopic expression of only two transcription factors i.e., Oct4 and Klf4, along with small molecules BIX-01294 
and BayK8644. Also Sui et al., 2014 found that using small molecule trimethoprim [TMP] by engineering re-
programming factors to a destabilizing protein domain, they achieved inducible generation of mouse and pig 
iPSCs without exogenous OCT4 or KLF4 transduction [46]. Research further proved that using only one tran-
scription factor, OCT4, combined with some small molecule compounds [valproic acid, CHIR99021, 616452, 
tranylcypromine] successfully reprogrammed mouse and human somatic cells into pluripotent stem cells [37] 
[47] [48]. Recently, Deng Hongkui research group’s finding showed that mouse somatic cells could be induced 
into naive pluripotent stem cells with small molecular compounds [CiPSC], without any exogenous gene appli-
cation [28]. All these findings indicates that chemical induction approach holds the great potential for generating 
exogenous genes free iPSC from other species including livestock. However, until now, no progress has been 
made in livestock species similar to the reports as that of Hou et al., 2013. Kang et al., 2014 demonstrated that 
combinations of small molecules (oxysterol and purmorphamine) could compensate for all reprogramming fac-
tors and were sufficient to directly reprogram mouse somatic cells into naive-like iPSC as determined by non- 
germ line chimera forming ability [49]. We also screened small molecular compounds to establish our own in-
duction system. Currently, our results showed that we had obtained mouse and goat CiPSC-like cells. Those 
cells formed 3D colonies with clear edge, and expressed certain pluripotentcy-related genes. Moreover, they also 
expressed three germ layer related marker genes while they were differentiated in vitro (2014, unpublished re-
sults). Partially, we have proved that iPSC could be generated by fully chemical approach without any exoge-
nous gene. However, more experiments need to be done to determine whether those CiPSC-like cells were fully 
pluripotent. The above studies exploring the use of small molecule compounds on iPSC provided theoretical and 
technical basis to achieve exogenous gene free livestock naive iPSC. 

4.3. Small Molecule Compounds Maintained Pluripotent Stem Cell Self-Renewal and 
Conversed Primed to Naive Stage 

Ying et al. reported that chemically defined medium supplemented with small molecule compounds [PD0325901 
and CHIR99021] and LIF, named 2i/LIF medium [50] could support not only established mouse and human 
pluripotent stem cells lines [51]-[53], but also pluripotent stem cell from other species, such as rats and mice of 
other strains, which were not able to survive and sustain in the traditional culture system. 3i/LIF culture medium 
including three inhibitors, CHIR99021, PD184352, and SU5402, led to the first isolation and establishment of 
bona fide ESCs from rat embryos [54] [55]. Eventually, small molecules helped the researchers to capture naive 
pluripotent stem cell lines [56] [57]. The small molecule PD0325901 inhibitor blocks the ERK phosphorylation 
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in order to maintain undifferentiated state [22] [58] [59], and at the same time, another small molecule CHIR99021 
inhibits GSK3 activity, which facilitates the Wnt signaling pathway and it results in pluripotent stem cell self- 
renewal. Therefore, 2i/LIF promotes the self-renewal and maintains the pluripotency of stem cells. Adding other 
small molecular compounds [PD173074 and A-83-01] into 2i/LIF could convert primed stage pluripotent cells 
[mouse epiblast stem cell] to naive stage fully pluripotent stem cell [60]. Sodium butyrate efficiently converted 
fully reprogrammed [Naive] induced pluripotent stem cells from mouse partially reprogrammed [Primed] cells 
[61]. Using small molecule SB431542 [TGF-inhibitor] instead of CHIR99021 in 2i/LIF medium, significantly 
improves the efficiency of mouse embryonic stem cells generation from embryo [up to 100%], and also facili-
tates the retrieval of embryonic stem cell [ES] lines from other mouse strains which have not been established 
[62]. The recent studies [2] have showed that morphological and biological characteristics of human ES was 
more similar to the mouse primed epiblast stem cells [counterpart to primed state]. In order to obtain naive stage 
of human pluripotent stem cell similar to that of mouse ES cell, they used 2i/LIF culture system supplemented 
with other small molecules to culture human ES cell, and found that morphology of their colony turned into 
dome shape as similar as that of mouse ES from tiled monolayer cells. When naive human ES were injected into 
mouse embryo, germ-line transmission chimera mouse could be produced [2]. The outcome of the experiment 
proved that small molecule compounds could convert the stem cell from primed to naive state. The above re-
search results showed that small molecule compounds were capable to effectively promote the pluripotent stem 
cell self-renewal and transformation from primed to naive pluripotency. It has opened a door for application of 
small molecule compounds on livestock pluripotent stem cells in order to achieve naive pluripotency. 

4.4. Small Molecule Compounds Supported Livestock Pluripotent Stem Cell in Vitro 
Culture 

In the past 3 years, researcher attempted to use small molecule compounds for livestock pluripotent stem cells 
generation and culture, and there has been some progress. Nagy supplemented culture with several small mo-
lecular compounds [A83-01, Thiazovivin and SB431542] and transfected the horse fibroblast cells with repro-
gramming transcription factors. They were able to obtained horse iPSC cell lines for the first time, but did not 
confirmed whether the cells were fully pluripotent, naive stage [8]. Several reports suggested that small mole-
cule inhibitors could be used in iPSC culture to increase the homogeneity, especially, pig iPSC [63]. Rodriguez 
[2012], Zhang [2014] and Gao [2014], respectively, showed that using 2i/LIF medium would promote access to 
fully pluripotent porcine naive iPSC and its self-renewal [63]-[65]. Sharma showed that adding small molecular 
compounds Y-27632 or SU5402 into culture could promote the colony formation and maintain long-term cul-
ture of buffalo ES-like cell. However, he did not obtain chimeric buffalo [66]-[68]. In recent years, our results 
also showed that 2i/LIF medium had potential application prospect on bovine and other livestock pluripotent 
stem cells [ES/iPSC] [7] [69] [70]. Our latest research results [71] shows that the use of GSK inhibitors in small 
molecule compounds CHIR and BIO would improve the buffalo ES-like cell colony formation rate and the pro-
liferation potential. Therefore, through the further screening, some small molecule compounds are expected to 
be discovered to increase livestock iPSC reprogramming efficiency, replace all transcription factors and capture 
fully pluripotentcy in vitro, subsequently, exogenous gene free livestock naive iPSC will be obtained. 

5. Conclusion 
Naive pluripotent stem cells from ungulates could be used for the production of biomedical models and it will 
help in accelerating animal breeding. Still we do not have those naive state pluripotent stem cells but are much 
closer than ever before. Above all, a new bullet, small molecule compounds will be able to break through barri-
ers by promoting iPSC reprogramming efficiency and self-renewal, converting primed to naive stage pluripo-
tentcy, generating exogenous gene free chemically induced pluripotent stem cell from livestock. It is foreseeable 
that the interplay between iPSC technology and small molecule compounds will push forward the application of 
livestock iPSC-based biomedical model and animal breeding. At next step, research should be focused on ana-
lyzing the naive pluripotent stem cell related signaling pathway for maintaining pluripotency and converting 
primed to naive stage, then establishing a small molecule screening library. Subsequently, using high-throughput 
screening platform, small molecule compounds which could capture naive pluripotent stem cell in livestock will 
be selected. After procuring those selected small molecule compounds, we will be able to cross the barriers to 
achieve exogenous gene free naive pluripotent stem cell from livestock. 
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